By Bethany Thornton
Editor-In-Chief

Laptops, IP phones, two 100-inch Mitsubishi custom televisions, a communication studio in the final stages of development and an entire campus of wireless networking, what do all these have in common? These are just some of the reasons why Bryant University was ranked No. 2 in The Princeton Review's "Top 25 Most Connected Campuses." Now that we are on top, how is the university preparing upkeep, even better, how do we become No. 1?

In an interview with President Machlely, he had this to say about The Princeton Review ranking. "It's a great achievement for the university, the IT team, the faculty and staff, it is truly a team effort." He went on to say, "This ranking validates to the world how technically advanced we really are." All that being said, it is important for Bryant to stay on top which will take further progress in the IT department to keep Bryant where it has worked so hard to be.

Upon meeting with Vice President for Information Services, Art Glisner, he reassured the importance of staying ahead of the race.

He and President Machlely spoke openly about the new ideas for further technological advancements on campus. The first, which is in its beginning stages, is the use of the Bryant campus as a testing ground for dual band cell phones.

Cont'd on page 4

The production of Radical Reader comes to Bryant

By Shannon Noonan

Bryant University held the first college production of The Radical Reader on October 26, 2004 at 2 p.m. in Jonkies Auditorium. Radical Reader can be used as a form of primary history within classrooms. Radical Reader is the first book of its kind. The book brings documents and speeches that are not taught in history to life. There have been other books which discuss specific issues but none that combine multiple documents dealing with freedom of individual's rights, gay rights, abolition of slavery, the suffrage movement, child labor laws, and many more. Each document represents sets of radicals by radicals of their time. Tim McCarthy states, "All historical moves are good but Radicals are misperceived. Our book the Radical Reader allows us to show that Radicals are a positive influence for the future." Eugene V. Debs states, "When great changes occur in history, when great principles are at stake and the safety and honor of the American society, John McCarthy said, "Radical Reader is useful historical background which distinguishes the charitable roles played by Americans.

The group comes together for a quick photo after the staged performance.

The production of Radical Reader began as a co-edited book by Tim McCarthy and John McMullen. The editors felt the points discussed within the covers of the book were a needed asset to make a visual to their readers. The play, directed by Lizzie Simon, combines both the theater and history of the American society. John McCarthy said, "Radical Reader is useful historical background which distinguishes the charitable roles played by Americans.

Bill Rancic, winner of the Apprentice speaks at Bryant University

By Meghan Hanlon
Assistant Campus News Editor

After inviting him into their common rooms every Thursday night, Bryant University invited him to speak at the Trustee Speaker Series. Bill Rancic, winner of the first season's Apprentice was introduced by President Machlely to a packed audience in the Mac on September 13, 2004.

The idea of bringing Bill Rancic to the campus came from Troy Byrd, Program Manager of the Global Entrepreneurship Program. Byrd approached Laurie Mungower, Vice President for Institutional Advancement, who oversees the Trustee Speaker Series. For the next speaker, Byrd wanted to bring in an entrepreneur minded person and who better than the winner of last season's Apprentice who had been an entrepreneur himself for most of his life.

After starting his entrepreneurship at the young age of 16, Rancic knew he was heading down the business path. Rancic cooked up a plan of making pancakes for his grandmother's friends and quickly earned a booming business until his mother realized what was really going on when he was heading to Grandma's house. This was his first grasp of capitalism, a path he would follow for the rest of his life.

Over 800 people attended the event and listened to Rancic share his experiences of the road he took that led him to winning the ultimate job as the Apprentice. In his speech, Rancic offered advice to the business minded community. His first piece of advice was to "Know the people you work together with and how you get along, it is very important.
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Breast cancer awareness month

By Jenna Clifford
Advertising Manager

This October marks the 20th annual National Breast Cancer Awareness month. While people throughout the United States are constantly working to find a cure for this disease that claims over 40,000 women’s lives this year, October is a month where citizens and businesses can devote their efforts as well. This month, Bryant students and a variety of organizations are aiding in the battle against breast cancer.

Last Sunday, October 17, several Bryant students, including members of The Archway and Delta Zeta, participated in a “Making Strides” walk against Breast Cancer at Roger Williams Park in Providence. This five mile, non-competitive walk collectively raised over $60,000 in donations.

While students are actively participating in breast cancer events locally, many on campus student organized activities have been formed to support the cause.

Both Peer Ed and Big Sisters are selling pink bracelets for $2 each to be donated at the end of the month. Each week in the rotunda outside of Salomonson or around the Bryant Center, students will also find Peer Ed tables promoting Breast Cancer and Prostate Cancer Awareness. At the tables, students will have the opportunity to decorate white paper bags in remembrance of loved ones affected by breast cancer or simply to help promote awareness.

Breast Cancer vigil in front of the Bryant Center.
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Fifteen percent of diagnoses are at an advanced stage when detected. Women whose cancer is detected early at a contained state, have a ninety percent chance of surviving five years compared to a twenty percent if the cancer has already spread. To increase survival rate, while researchers are searching for a cure, funds are used to help programs to increase awareness and education as well as ensure that all women can get screenings regardless of income or insurance.

While October is quickly coming to an end, you can individually contribute to the cause by learning more and visiting The American Cancer Society website. http://www.cancer.org or http://www.nbcf.org/au/ , the National Breast Cancer Foundation homepage, and look for more on campus activities, such as Relay for Life and The Great American Smoke Out.

Breast Cancer vigil in front of the Bryant Center.

Team Bryant University walks to find a cure for breast cancer and raised over $800 to support the cause.

The National Breast Cancer Foundation uses all its donations to find a cure and encourage early detection; this is the best way to reduce risk of death.

Later in the year are also dedicated to supporting and increasing awareness about cancer.

So far, we will be adding a “Bias incident report” at the bottom of the DPS log. The newspaper feels this is an extremely vital tool for the entire campus as we work together to fight biases and prejudices against others.

Now students may be wondering what a bias incident entails or perhaps are not sure if what they are thinking is a bias incident.

According to the Bias Committee’s brochure, which you can pick up at counseling services among other places, A bias incident is a threatening, attempted, or completed action that is motivated by bias and regarding a personal real or perceived race, religion, national origin, ethnicity, sexual orientation, disability, or gender.

Students can report bias incidents online, calling the 24-hour Bias Incident Hotline at 332-6920, or emailing biasreports@bryant.edu by November 1.
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For returning students, the events of the past spring semester are nothing new, but for the newcomers, it is essential that you are aware of the reporting behind some special policies.

During the spring 2004 semester, several incidents occurred which gave way to a review of the Bias Committee on campus. The committee which includes eight members ranging from administration to students, as well as faculty was extensively involved when a few major bias incidents were made public knowledge. This is not to say that anyone was naive in thinking that bias incidents do not occur, but rarely are they talked about or reported. As part of the committee’s dedication to getting the word out about reporting bias incidents, Judy Kawamoto, Director of Student Activities, contacted the campus paper in hopes that we would join their efforts.

The Bias Committee has been in existence since 2001. Their overall main goal is to promote student awareness about bias incidents. Many students are unaware of what bias incidents entail and the committee is working hard to get the word out. While in an interview with Ms. Kawamoto, she made it abundantly clear that in order to prevent occurrences like those of last semester “reporting is key.”
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Red Sox’s beat the Yankees in the House
Babe Ruth built and continue to the World

Dr. Eakin Forum
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Bryant University can not have the same confidence on random nights, such as the weekend of September 4.

During the forum, students were encouraged to guess how many citations have been written during the first month. Guesses ranged from 200 to 600. To give you an idea 25% of students living in the village are of legal age. According to data, there have been 156 citations written. Dr. Eakin acknowledged that there could have been 600 written. Which as a student pointed out, would have sucked. Right now, the University is trying to look for a balance.

While rumors have spread about possibly making Bryant University a dry campus, Dr. Eakin put the rumor down as false. Dr. Eakin said “never once was it said to make this a dry campus” and also stresses that this is not even on the list of options.

Many students have also been concerned about the guest policy. Although the Senate has proposed ideas for the guest policy, no changes will be implemented until the spring semester. Changes are not made during mid-semester. During the first weekend on campus, 800 guests were registered. Dr. Eakin feels that guests can be problems because they do not feel the same connection with our community and guests become loose cannons.

Students congregate at the pond which has become a tradition on the Bryant campus. The four straight wins over the Yankees marks a historical event for American baseball.

Looking for a career that can help you meet your goals and dreams? Look into this.

Note to Self: I want to be a true Financial Advisor, not just a salesperson. Got a call Waddell & Reed!

Get more information on becoming a financial advisor. Call Molly Schroeter.
Molly M. Schroeter Division Manager • Waddell & Reed

Bryant Connects as Number 2
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integration with voice over IP. In other words, a student can opt to either have the same number for their room phone and cell phone or all calls made to your room will be directed to your cell phone in which you can also pick up your messages.

Another feature of the dual band would involve the ability to make local on campus calls with your cell phone without being charged a fee for minutes used. Of course there are many kinks to be worked out, but those are still being thought through.

Currently the campus is in the process of implementing wireless surveillance cameras so that Bryant can remote cameras to multiple locations. Not only is this implementation an important technological advancement, but it will help increase security and safety which has always been a priority for the university.

A poll done by campanet.com has Bryant at No. 5 for "Top Ten Safest Campuses" even above the U.S. Air Force Academy at No. 7.

Lastly, but certainly not least, the university is looking at putting two data ports in student rooms. The addition of a data port will allow students to stream video to their laptops. There will be a schedule of movies and times available at which students can access the movies on their computer for their viewing pleasure.

According to Art Gloster, he feels this ranking is only the beginning. "This has been a wise investment for Bryant. This ranking is our base and our foundation for years to come, it will allow the school to grow. Being ranked No. 2 allows people to see how advanced we are because people can’t see the networks, but they see our ranking.""Stirling" will be made of all of this new technology Bryant has a shot at a No. 1 ranking? Perhaps, but we will not know until next year; till then the administration is hard at work coming up with innovative ideas to keep us on top.

HELP WANTED FLEXIBLE HOURS EARN EXTRA CASH FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Emerald Square Mall is looking for part-time customer service associates primarily responsible for sales, personally responding to customer inquiries, providing concierge level service to customers and tenants, answering phones and supporting promotions and marketing events.

Strong selling background, general mathematical aptitude, computer literate in applicable software, strong communication skills and multi-task oriented are required. Must be available days, evenings, weekends, and holidays.

We offer competitive wages and a supportive team environment. etc.
Please reply to: Emerald Square Mall Kathleen Brand, Marketplace Manager 999 S. Washington St. North Attleboro, MA 02760 Phone: 508-699-4100, Fax: 508-699-6684 kbrand@simon.com
Extra funds available for university organizations

By Keri Minsalli
Staff Writer

Last year, Student Senate decided on the need for and allotted funds for Student Activities. The student activity fee is a minute fee taken from each student tuition that is spent on Student Activities. Last year, the student activity fee increased by $30. This year, due to needed additional funding this year, the fee was increased by $31. The total increase over the three years the fee will eventually reach $90 per semester. The progress starts with the first increase, this year, of $20; $10 next year and the third year an increase by $5.

The process began last year as one of the Student Senate's tri-gos, which are the three main goals to accomplish during a school year. Senate felt a need for this increase to strengthen the quantity and quality of the continuously growing number of organizations at Bryant University.

The first step Senate took was to survey the Students, from November 17, through March 30 to determine if this increase was an interest of the student body as a whole. The survey will be sent to the major voting yes to the increase, and dollars efforts proved true and the long process of raising fees began.

After the Board of Trustees gave the okay for increased fees, the money from student tuition was allocated to a fund to be distributed among approved organizations. These funds are to be useable by any organization as long as they have a purpose and reason for an increased budget.

The money is given to the different organizations to receive any additional funds, each organization must fill out a packet of why they need these funds. These packets are available in both the Senate and Student Activities Offices and are due on November 17. These packets will be reviewed, and organizations must present their need for the increased funds in their budget to the Ways and Means Committee.

This Ways and Means committee is a sub-committee of Student Senate, which consists of two members from each class, one being a senator and the other being a student representative. The committee is also overseen by employees of Bryant University.

This group meets to revise and approve these requests of organizations before passing them onto the full Senate for final approval. During the organization's presentation, the organization will present their needs and field questions. Once the organization is through, the committee will discuss and decide on what they believe the organization needs and should be approved. Once approved by both Ways and Means and the Student Senate, these additional funds will be added to the organizations budget for the upcoming years, until another change is needed.

Many students became concerned in the beginning of the year when the additional fees were not immediately available. Brian Levin, treasurer of the Student Senate, explained, "This process was delayed because the senate was waiting for final approval for the transfer of funds by the administration. Though the funds were delayed for the original availability date, the senate and administration working together were able to organize the funds and should have them fully allocated by the Thanksgiving Holiday. Any questions or comments can be addressed to the Senate members.

Ways and Means and Student Senate not only are allocating funds to Student Activities funds but any extra money that is left in a reserved account. Organizations are capable of retrieving these funds by going through the process of making a formal request. This has come to be known as a special request. In these organizations must present their need for extra money for a specific purchase or event to Ways and Means. This committee then reviews and approves the recommendation on to the Senate. Senate must approve the request by a 2/3 vote. Once approved by both committees the organization receives the money which is not a permanent adjustment to the organization budget, it is only a first come first serve basis.

The editors and director of the residence halls

Students may be wondering what exactly is considered vandalism. Vandalism is generally referred to as acts that cause "property damage". There are 3 basic types of vandalism; predatory vandalism, exhibitionist vandalism, and wanton vandalism. Predatory vandalism is causing damage to another's property for personal gain. Many obvious examples include smashing a car window to steal the stereo system, tricking into a resident's room to steal money, breaking a vending machine to steal the food, etc. Exemplary incidents of predatory vandalism that are occurring on Bryant's campus.

The next type of vandalism that can be seen throughout the campus is vindictive vandalism. Such a problem occurs when a group or an individual acts out to express anger or hatred towards another group or individual. Keying an individual's car after having a fight with that person is a common example of vindictive vandalism. Another instance that can be regarded as this type of vandalism could be the breaking of school property after a displeasing event takes place on Bryant. An actual example might be coming to the minds of any ladies that live on the second floor of Hall 15. During the sprinkler system malfunction that took place several weeks ago, the floor length glass hanging on the wall of the bathroom, on the second floor, was broken. The residents involved of this incident were of course repaired and each of the residents living on that floor was fined for the damage.

Vindictive vandalism is considered wanton vandalism. Wanton vandalism can be considered a result of careless fouling around to the random destructions caused by individuals or groups. This is the most likely cause of the random acts of vandalism that may have been affecting many Bryant students in the recent weeks. Keying a random car in the lots, breaking someone's headphones for fun, and many similar activities are all acts of vandalism that all employees, especially the other residents of each other emergencies that was of course repaired and each of the residents living on that floor was fined for the damage. The inciting act occurs will eventually have to pay for severe damages if the person or persons committed the act are not caught or turned in. The final and most broad category of vandalism is considered wanton vandalism. Wanton vandalism can be considered a result of careless fouling around to the random destructions caused by individuals or groups. This is the most likely cause of the random acts of vandalism that may have been affecting many Bryant students in the recent weeks. Keying a random car in the lots, breaking someone's headphones for fun, and many similar activities are all acts of vandalism that all employees, especially the other residents of each other emergencies that was of course repaired and each of the residents living on that floor was fined for the damage.
Bill Rancic, winner of the first season of the *Apprentice* speaks at Bryant University

By Meghan Hanlon
Assistant Campus News Editor

Bill Rancic signing his books for interested candidates.

would later help in the hit reality series. Early on, Rancic learned the importance of taking responsibility for one's actions. After paint from the flyers he created ran on to the very boots he was trying to attract, Rancic spent a couple of very long days and nights cleaning the mess. Rancic learned that by taking responsibility for his actions it would earn him respect and enable him to move on to the next level.

Rancic later pioneered "Cigars Around the World" after searching through ideas of businesses that he could start. This time when Rancic made his flyers, he made sure that the paint didn't ruin the market he was trying to attract. For publicity, Rancic wrote to local radio stations. A 5 minute interview turned in to a 20 minute one, and "Cigars Around the World" took off. "While he was on his 15 week interview for Donald Trump, Rancic quickly realized that he needed to "be an individual on a team." By this he means to work well with them, but at the same time separate yourself from the pack."

Another interview tip Rancic offered the audience was to simply be yourself. If you are genuine, have the hunger and passion, the interviewer will immediately spot it. Currently, Rancic is working in Chicago on the Trump Tower 90 story building, with 461 residential condominiums and 221 hotel condominiums. Rancic said that working with Donald Trump is "tough and demanding, but he is human" and Rancic feels that Trump has taken him "under his wing."

Rancic also stressed knowing the fundamentals. From this new experience Rancic realized that while the money was greater, the fundamental were the same. To build a successful business, Rancic learned that he needed to build on the fundamentals.

Before speaking in the MAC, the GEP held a private reception for 100 students. During this reception, students were able to ask questions. The GEP, which was founded by Troy Byrd and David Meshik, was officially opened on Bryant University on November 1, 2001. According to Byrd, the GEP was created to "organize and implement events related to entrepreneurship."

With in the GEP is a student entrepreneurship program called CEO, Collegiate Entrepreneurs Organization that hosts events and speakers. That series, Troy Byrd serves as the advisor to this nationally recognized chapter. Members of the CEO attend weekly meetings, according to Byrd, "at least 100 students participate in the various events offered. 300 attend the speakers, and about 100 students are registered in one or both of the two courses offered." Byrd also believes that a big part of this program is networking. Therefore, all members receive their own business cards that they can hand out.

Students have joined GEP because of the many opportunities and experiences the program offers. Sophomore Stephanie Asadourian joined after hearing about the program her freshman year and attending the meeting. The program appealed to her because "of the networking opportunity it presented."

An upcoming event that is part of the GEP is the Elevator Pitch competition, which will be held on November 9. In this competition participants have 90 seconds to present a business idea and attract the audience of venture capitalists. Bryant University holds their own Elevator Pitch contest that is open to all students on campus. About 14 to 15 students from the GEP will be attending a CEO conference in Chicago. During this conference, at least 50 students from all over the world will be presenting their own ideas in an even larger Elevator Pitch than the one put on by Bryant University.

Bryant University and Brown University co-sponsored the Entrepreneurial Extravaganza. Students across the nation came together and participated in the entrepreneur boot camp and listened to top speakers such as Ted Turner and CEO of Jet Blue Airways, David Neeleman. Participants also competed in a case study and an elevator pitch competition.

In the April 2003 edition of Entrepreneur, Bryant University's GEP was listed in the magazine's "Top 100 Entrepreneurial Colleges."

To Byrd, GEP is all about "having fun and creating opportunities." and is a great program for any one who wants to "create their own destiny." He has plenty of experience to help any student who approaches him and is more than willing to help any student with whatever they want to do.

For those of you who were Apprentice fans, Bill Rancic said that "yes, Donald Trump's hair is real" and that Omarosa was worse than she seemed on television.

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 Hours of your group's time PLUS our free (yes, free) fundraising solution EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in earnings for your group. CALL TODAY for a $450 bonus when you schedule your non-sales fundraiser with CampusFundraiser.

Contact CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238 or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

---

FUTURE TAN
The Ultimate Tanning Experience

Get 3 extra visits when you purchase any tanning package

Or...
$5 dollars off 2005 Mystic Spray Tan Innovation Series
at our Cranston Location

*Bryant Students Only*

115 Pleasant View Ave
Smithfield, RI 02917
(401)232-7003

650 Oaklawn Ave
Cranston, RI 02920
(401)946-7700

*With this coupon & Student ID*

---

"Finding a good doctor takes time and work."

Let us do the work for you.

Using the phone book to find a doctor takes time and doesn't really give you the information you need. With just one call to us you'll get the names of doctors accepting new patients plus information to help you choose the right one. We can even make your appointment for you.

Call our free service at 401-444-4800.

www.Lifespan.org

You'll feel better after talking to us.
**BLOOD RED SOX WORLD SERIES CURSE...BLAH BLAH**

By Isabela Dias  
Staff Writer

ALL HAIL baseball! No one thinks of America’s favorite past-time as a scary event. If we were to look at the history of the World Series we see that maybe there is something we should be scared about. I’m sure we have all heard of the “Curse” that hangs over the head of every Red Sox fan. People that aren’t even superstitious enough to believe in this “Curse”, also known as the “Curse of the Bambino”, I don’t know if people believe it because they truly believe, or because they need something to add excitement of the sport of baseball. Well for all of you that have lived under a rock for the past 3 years I will explain what this “Curse” is and how many have lived to see it broken. Basically this is the Curse’s Guide for Dummies, so pay close attention.

Since 1918, the Red Sox have not won the World Series; this was the year many believe was the last year of true happiness for Red Sox fans. We heard that this was also the year the Red Sox were at the height of their baseball legacy, because the only team at the time that had five World Series wins.

One of the starters of the 1918 team was a young pitcher called George Herman Ruth, also known as Babe or the Bambino. In 1920 Red Sox owner Harry Frazee needed money to finance his girlfriend’s play, Frazee decided to sell Ruth’s contract to Colonel Jacob Ruppert of the New York Yankees for $100,000, (plus a loan collateralized by Fenway Park). Since the Yankees have acquired Ruth they have gone to win 26 World Championships, and are one of the greatest baseball teams in history.

While the Yankees were winning world championships, the Red Sox have only appeared in four World Series losing each time in the seventh game. This is why many believe that after the departure of Babe the “The Curse of the Bambino” was unleashed.

Finding evidence to support the “Curse” was difficult. That was just a little joke, it was actually the easiest thing about writing this article. You might all remember May 30, 2001 when Red Sox’s Pedro Martinez best the Yankees for the first time in over a year. The next day Pedro was a little bit head and said “Bake up the Bambino and let me face him. I’ll kill him.”

After Martinez mocked the “Curse” it was the first time he was winless in seven straight starts since the first seven of his major league career.

Every time we see a sign with the year 1918 on it, we usually see a comical right after it. The comical simply symbolizes that in 1920 the Red Sox were expected to win. The comical comes from the expectation that all the fans and even sport announcers had that the Red Sox would have a record in the World Series that looked something like this: 1903, 1912, 1915, 1916, 1918… 2020. The 1920 was as all we know never happened, and we are still waiting for the space after that comma to be fulfilled.

This brings me to my original question; do people really believe in this curse? Win or lose will the curse keep going? Did this curse even exist? It’s been 83 years, is The Curse of the Bambino finally broken?

---

**Bulldog Bites: Rabid Athletic Scoreboard**

**CROSS COUNTRY**

Klepado captures Second Consecutive NE-10 Title

After finishing seventh at last year’s conference championships, the Bryant men’s and women’s cross country teams placed fifth and sixth respectively at Sunday’s Northeast-10 Conference Championships at Saint Michael’s College in Colchester, Vt. Paula Klepadlo captured her second individual title with a first place finish in 17:51 while teammate Holly Resendes was 12th overall. Klepado was named the conference female runner of the year and first team all-conference while Resendes earned second team all-conference. On the men’s side, Caleb Paul placed 15th overall in 26:06 to earn third team all-conference honors. The team will be idle until Nov. 7 when the Bulldogs travel the NCAA Regional Championship at Franklin Park.

**FIELD HOCKEY**

(7-12, 5-11 NE-10)

2004 Season Comes To Close

Bulldogs Go 1-0-1 In The Week

The Bryant field hockey team played two home games at the end of the regular season and made a decision to UMass Lowell on Saturday evening to conclude the season at 7-12. Freshman Jared Sadler scored the game-winner against AIC. Sadler and freshman Courtney O’Brien each netted five goals this season for the Bulldogs while junior Maureen Burns led the way with eight goals and six assists. Following Saturday’s contest, head coach Ken。“Duffy” Dwyer announced that the Bryant women’s hockey team has 53 200 yards rushing and three scoring in the two-day invitational this weekend with the Bryant men’s golf standings and will return to the The Captain’s Course.

**FOOTBALL**

(4-3, 4-1 NE-10)

Bulldogs Idle Last Week

The Bryant football team had a week off to prepare for this Friday’s game at Bentley (7 p.m.). The Bulldogs are coming off an emotion-al 28-21 double overtime win against Saint Anselm back on Oct. 16 when backfield Chris Peaks scored the game-winning touchdown on a 17-yard run up the middle. This season, Peaks has 532 rushing yards and three touchdowns as the team quarterback. Charles Granatell has completed 35 passes for 1,016 yards and 10 touchdowns. The Bulldogs will return home for the season finale on Nov. 6 when they take on the Owls of Southern Connecticut.

**MEN’S GOLF**

Bulldogs Capture Division II

New England Title Last Week

Led by the outstanding play of senior captains Dan and Dave Falucci, the Bryant men’s golf team captured the Division II New England Championship last week and finished tied for second in the latest NE-10 standings and will return to action in the first round of the Northeast-10 Conference tournament this Sunday.

**WOMEN’S SOCCER**

(6-8-2, 6-5-2 NE-10)

Bulldogs Drop 2-1 Match at Pace on Saturday

The Bryant women’s soccer team split a pair of conference games on the road last week defeating American International 6-1 on Wednesday and falling to Pace 2-1 in Pleasantville, N.Y. The Bulldogs are currently ranked fourth in the NCAA New England Region standings and tied with Saint Rose for fourth in the conference standings. The Bulldogs will travel to Saint Michael’s on Wednesday before opening NE-10 Conference play this Saturday.

**VOLLEYBALL**

(25-4, 10-1 NE-10)

Bulldogs Off To Best Start In School History

The Bryant women’s volleyball team, off to its best start in school history at 25-4, went 2-1 last week with a pair of 3-set wins over Merrimack and New Haven before falling to eleventh-ranked Tampa 3-0 on Saturday. Junior Michelle Muniz had 20 kills and nine digs in the win over New Haven. On Saturday against Tampa, senior Carla Pertuisi became the school’s all-time career digs leader with 1,831, passing Kerry Beach’s 02 mark of 1,299. The Bulldogs will host the annual Halloween Invitational this weekend with the Bulldogs facing Bloomfield on Friday night and C.W. Post and Queens (NY) Saturday afternoon at 12 noon. The Bulldogs are currently ranked No. 4 in the latest NCAA Regional poll.

---

**IF YOU HAVEN’T SEEN BLUE MAN GROUP, YOU HAVEN’T SEEN BOSTON**

**BLUE MAN GROUP**

**REGULAR SCHEDULE**

Thurs thru Sat 7:30, Fri 7 Sat 4, 7+10, Sun 2+5

Schedule subject to change.

**CONTACT INFORMATION**

Ticketmaster 617.932.2875

ticketmaster.com

Info-Group Sales 617.426.6912

**CHARLES PLAYHOUSE**

74 Warren Street, Boston, MA 02116

**@ the Bryant Center**

**Table Games:**

○ Baccarat

○ Casino Wars

○ Roulette

**Sport Bars:**

○ Boom Bar

○ Bred Bar

**Videogames:**

○ Pac Man

○ Ms. Pac Man

○ Galaga

○ Donkey Kong

**Check Out the NEW**

**Blue Man Group**

**Video Games:**

○ Guitar Hero

○ Candy Crush

○ NBA 2K17

○ NASCAR racing

○ FIFA 17

**Some Amazing Events:**

○ Blue Man Group - Live Sat, Feb 18

○ Save the Date - Sat, Mar 3

○ Boston Children’s Symphony - Fri, Apr 27

○ Boston Pops - Fri, May 5

○ Boston Pops - Sun, May 7

○ American Craft Christie's

○ Boston Symphony Orchestra

○ Boston Ballet: Romeo & Juliet

○ The Australian - Fri, Oct 14

○ The Australian - Sat, Oct 15

○ The Australian - Sun, Oct 16

**All Events Information**

○ Blue Man Group - Live Sat, Feb 18

○ Save the Date - Sat, Mar 3

**Call Box Office for more information.**

**$25 Student Rush. Show your valid student ID for $25 tickets to that night's show. Limit 2 per person. Cash only. Subject to availability.**
Upcoming GAMES

Men's Basketball
Friday, November 5 @ Maryland, 8:00 p.m.

Women's Basketball
Tuesday, November 5 @ CCRI, 7:00 p.m.

Football
Friday, October 29 @ Bentley, 7:00 p.m.

Volley Ball
Tuesday, November 2 @ Stonehill, 7:00 p.m.
Friday, November 5 @ Saint Michael's, 7:00 p.m.

Tricks and treats in a season of field hockey

By Sam Tatabatal
Assistant Variety Editor

"The Bulldog's Women's Field Hockey Team has ended their season the earlier than expected finishing at 9:30 pm. The team lost eight of its original players due to an injury in 1999. The team lost eight of its essential players three of which were All-American to graduation last year. More than half of the current team started off as freshmen out of 21 total players. Coach Fichera continued, "We have a team of so many freshmen we have to step up to gain experience. There are some games in the beginning of the season we would like to play over.""

This season the team had four seniors that stood out and led the team: Kristen Parks, Jamie Walsh, Krista Gambacorta, and Michelle Gamboa. Fichera continued, "Pinar is the leader of goal keeping. Wal is All-American defense her junior year, Gambacorta stepped up in the front and Lewis who missed much of the season due to an illness still made a difference. All these women left their mark on the Women's Field Hockey program, Bravo!"

The final record of the season was 5-1-1 conference games and 7-12 in the non-conference season.

Even though the team didn't do as well as they historically do, the team still provided tough competition. "Our rivals are UMass Lowell and Bentley who are the best teams in our conference and for the last three years they have been us three in the final four. Against UMass Lowell we were down by two points but came back and went into overtime. We lost the game, but it is incredible how much heart these girls have. Another great memory of the season was the game against CW Post, we went into overtime and we proceeded to win the game three times until they finally counted our goals." Fichera continued, "Our team has a lot of speed from how hard they push themselves in practice. The team also has a toughness that is necessary for this sport. These kids are truly tough. Another strength of ours is that we have the best crowd in the league. A lot of fans didn't understand how fast and fun the sport is when played correctly and what the whistle blows are for, but we got a lot of following. It makes the sport a lot more fun and its one of the great things about this sport."

We lost the game but it was incredible how much heart these girls had."

"-Coach Coni Fichera"

"We have some tough games coming up. They have gotten by one of their rivals, the Texas Longhorns, and now they have about two tough teams left to face. They will face one of their arch rivals, Nebraska Cornhuskers on Nov. 13, and the No. 20 team, Texas A&M Aggies, but they should get by even though both teams will be tough."

"They are looking to make it to the Orange Bowl."

"-Coach Coni Fichera"

"Our rivals are UMass Lowell and Bentley who are the best teams in our conference and for the last three years they have been us three in the final four. Against UMass Lowell we were down by two points but came back and went into overtime. We lost the game, but it is incredible how much heart these girls have. Another great memory of the season was the game against CW Post, we went into overtime and we proceeded to win the game three times until they finally counted our goals." Fichera continued, "Our team has a lot of speed from how hard they push themselves in practice. The team also has a toughness that is necessary for this sport. These kids are truly tough. Another strength of ours is that we have the best crowd in the league. A lot of fans didn't understand how fast and fun the sport is when played correctly and what the whistle blows are for, but we got a lot of following. It makes the sport a lot more fun and its one of the great things about this sport. These kids are truly tough. Another strength of ours is that we have the best crowd in the league. A lot of fans didn't understand how fast and fun the sport is when played correctly and what the whistle blows are for, but we got a lot of following. It makes the sport a lot more fun and its one of the great things about this sport."
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"We have some tough games coming up. They have gotten by one of their rivals, the Texas Longhorns, and now they have about two tough teams left to face. They will face one of their arch rivals, Nebraska Cornhuskers on Nov. 13, and the No. 20 team, Texas A&M Aggies, but they should get by even though both teams will be tough."
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"Our rivals are UMass Lowell and Bentley who are the best teams in our conference and for the last three years they have been us three in the final four. Against UMass Lowell we were down by two points but came back and went into overtime. We lost the game, but it is incredible how much heart these girls have. Another great memory of the season was the game against CW Post, we went into overtime and we proceeded to win the game three times until they finally counted our goals." Fichera continued, "Our team has a lot of speed from how hard they push themselves in practice. The team also has a toughness that is necessary for this sport. These kids are truly tough. Another strength of ours is that we have the best crowd in the league. A lot of fans didn't understand how fast and fun the sport is when played correctly and what the whistle blows are for, but we got a lot of following. It makes the sport a lot more fun and its one of the great things about this sport. These kids are truly tough. Another strength of ours is that we have the best crowd in the league. A lot of fans didn't understand how fast and fun the sport is when played correctly and what the whistle blows are for, but we got a lot of following. It makes the sport a lot more fun and its one of the great things about this sport."

"-Coach Coni Fichera"
The Hangover's official guide to registering for classes

By Justin Williams
Staff Columnist

Look outside. It's that time of the year when students are starting to fall off the trees. Professors are starting to decide which students in their classes are going to fail. Students are finally getting into the habit of going to class, and just when they get used to class and the professor teacher, the students are forced to think about five new classes and professors. Yes, it's class registration time.

If you think that because you paid for The Archway, I'd look forward to registering for new classes, you might be right. At least on the registration for classes part. But it wasn't always this way.

See like me, I was scammed into going to college. The thought of committing three more years of my life to a particular class and a particular professor was worse than a root canal. What if the class I picked was too early or easy? What if I picked a class I don't need to graduate? What if I chose classes that would just sit on my transcript waiting to be forgotten? Why? Because I thought it was hard work to bring a pillow for my back. Looking back, I realize how bad a decision that was because I did not have the proper strategy for class registration time. I used to go into the computer lab to register for classes with less of a plan than President Bush for getting out of Iraq. So when the one class I wanted was already full, I'd sit there in front of the computer screen making the "Duh!" face. You know, the one he makes in debates where it looks like he's trying to figure out the square of 2,100,041 in his head.

One day I decided on me to register with a clear strategy in mind. So for those of you who are registering for the first time, or veteran students who are looking to consider registering for classes:

Hangover note: I get a lot of people who stop me on campus and say they saw my column in the paper, but didn't read it because it's too long, or they only read the bold words. I've decided to reach out to them by (encouraging my tips).

Tip #1: Choose one easy class.
It can be hard to do well in five classes, so you have to follow the example of many college football teams. College Football teams have to spend long hours to prepare for a week's upcoming opponent. Often, they'll schedule one 'cupcake' team they know they can beat so they can spend more time planning for the good teams they'll play later in the season.

You students should do the same thing as college football programs. You have to schedule a good class to allow you to devote more time to doing well in other classes. As students at Bryant University, we are at a disadvantage because there are only a few 'cupcake' classes offered. For example, at the University of Georgia, there was a Fundamentals of Basketball class. The questions on the final exams for this class included "how many halves are there in a basketball game," and "how long is a 3-point basket worth?"

You probably want to ask, "The Hangover, what's the big deal with math?" But Math 105 is only an introductory course that you'll face the danger of waking up and doing math in your head. (Well, I've missed two classes already, if I miss one more this year, I'm going to have to do well on my next exam. I won't need the three points...). I personally have trouble motivating myself to go to the morning classes. Even if Halie Berry was teaching my class in a two-piece, I'd still have trouble waking myself up to go to class.

Tip #4: Go to Rams@professors.com
Has there ever been a better website created? It definitely falls within my top 5 websites of all time. A list that includes:

1. Playboy.com
2. ESPN.com
3. (Name of website too graphic to be printed)
4. Party百分百.com
5. Ramon's night out.

If you've never been to the website, you don't know what you've been missing my friends. The website gives ratings for the quality of the professor's teaching, the ease of the courses they teach, and even a homestyles rating. The ratings are generally held by people who will admit that although a particular professor is hard, you'll learn a lot in the course. The ratings are always fair. One of my favorite comments about a professor on the site was, "Instant Amnesia walking into his class. I swear he breathes sleeping gas." Why do you think he never used this one? I'm sure you know the one where you're not ready to take a test a certain day, and you leave and your Mom died to get an extension. (Note to my Mom, who actually reads my column, I've never used this one). Or there's the trick about how using Courier/New font will increase a paper's length by about half a page. If the prof released a new to teaching, students have a greater chance of scoring high in class.

There you have it, five tips for registering for classes this semester. Of course, just because the classes that you register for, it's how you perform/cheat in them that determines how well you'll do.

Justin Williams is a columnist for The Archway, and when not playing football, moonslits at the Writting Centre on Channel 12 where he picks numbers for the FI lottery.
I get confused very easily. There are just so many things that don’t make sense. What first possessed man to eat something as ugly as lobster? How were the pyramids built? And possibly the most amazingly yet: Why are these people living in Connecticut who insist they are Yankees fans, but then try to say they can be a Patriots fan too. Unbelievable! None of this makes sense to me, but I bet I am not alone in my confusion either.

Above all my other confusions right now there is one phenomenon that we all know and use: Instant Messaging. You can not walk through a dorm without the constant sounds of messages being sent and received. Baahhahah! Baahahah. In the name of all that is good, please make it stop!

Technology has made it possible for us to talk to anyone with a computer absolutely free. I talk to friends in California, New Orleans, and even Italy. Instant Messaging has saved me more money than I can imagine. For an arm and a leg I can call long distance to Italy, or for absolutely free...Baahhahah! I’ll take it.

Remember though, all that glitter is not gold. Instant Messaging (IM) glitter but more like used up and precious gems.

IM Rule #1: IM to friends states away. Good IM! to sit down while he is she is sitting in the room right freaking next to you: Bad...and stupid. Honestly here folks. Get off your butt, use those two things sticking out of your body and walk to see the person! It stumps me to hear about people IM’ing their friends who live no more than a 3 second walk away, especially for an important conversation. IM has created a comfort level that is ruining us as a culture. We choose to sit alone on our computers and send impersonal, typed, abbreviated notes instead of looking at the person in the eye and saying what you need to say. Any guy can be smooth and confident online with a girl. Any girl can be hon­est to someone she is pissing off at when it is IM. IM is all that happens, when you are face to face with your love interest, or object of aggravation? You choke. You realize that you are not that confident person and without the shelter of IM you can not ask a date to dinner or tell off the person you hate. If you can’t say it in person, don’t say it online. We are humans, not robots. Let’s act like it. Pick up a phone or go see the person.

IM Rule #2: Seek help if you feel lost without your ability to IM.

Oh no! The network is down. Let our connection! No IM! What will we do. How will I know what is going on around campus. How will we know what everyone else is doing?

Here you ever sat at your computer when the network goes down trying to reconnect every two seconds in hopes that it will magically work. If so, you really need to relax. You need to get away from the computer for a while. I’m sure it won’t miss you too much. Go on an IM vacation. If you feel the urge to IM someone to see how they are doing or call them. I bet they will like that a hundred times more than hearing that annoying Baahhahah! We don’t have these expensive cell phones with the over priced plans to not call each other...it’s so simple and so hard all at the same time.

IM Rule #3: No more away message and profile wars! Can we all just call a truce on this one? The away message and profile are two aspects of Instant Messaging. You can put up a funny quote, a cute link to a website, lyrics, your phone number, where you live, anything you want really. But please do everyone in the IM world a favor, stop using the profile and away message to yell at us. That includes telling you why you think a certain presidential candidate is stupid. If we want to hear your opinion we’ll ask you. If we haven’t asked you yet it means we don’t want to hear it when we IM you and you are away.

Also, the vague, insulting, mad messages that are obviously directed at someone you are mad at...those are just dumb. If you are angry at someone go deal with it. Talk to them. Putting up a vague, angry away message with the angry yelling face next to what you say isn’t going to solve anything. Along with the mud message not solving anything, as mentioned before, no one really cares. If you want sympathy, advice, or comfort from your friends just talk to them about your issues, otherwise don’t air personal business over IM. Step using sad faces, angry faces, or subtle messages to try and get people to IM you back and ask you what is wrong. Be more direct and leave the away message out of the situation.

IM Rule #4: Away messages don’t change as often as you think.

Away messages don’t change every 5 seconds.

Knowing this, why do we check everyone’s away message on the list over and over and over again? Check it once, and then leave it. If you want to know where the person is and the away message is no help either. Deal with not knowing, drop the person a line and they will respond upon his or her return, or just call them. Stop checking it every passing minute and do something productive with your time. MIQt hands are the IM’s tool.

We are all guilty of IM abuse on some level. There are great sides of IM. We can keep in touch with long-distance friends. We can check up on friends when we are too busy to get away from work, talk on the phone or have lunch. There are a lot of reasons IM is a really wonderful tool, but it should be used in moderation. Just think about how you use IM. If you think you are a tad obsessed with it or dependant on it, maybe you should work on getting away from IM. Eventually we won’t be around computers as much once we are no longer stu­dents. At that point we will have to use phones and talk face to face. Why not start doing that now. It makes sense. Baahhahah!...Ok G2G, ttyl :)
The best and worst moments of the offset horror genre

By Christian Collard
Variety Editor
and Publisher
Staff Writer

When ideas were being tossed around for the Halloween issue, we were excited to share our love for the B-movie community. We’ve comprised a list of the best and worst horror movies of all time. Believe us, it was hard to narrow it down to just 5 of each, but we do our best to separate the trash from the treasure. Remember, these are our picks and don’t hold it against us if your personal favorite is not on the list. Odds are you haven’t even heard of most of them.

Before we start the lists, we just want to validate ourselves as being diehard horror fans who have sat through many, many movies (hundreds). Most of the time, we’ve gotten a good sense of what makes a movie a horror and what makes it a “good” movie. For whatever reason, Pete seems to like to collect these laughably terrible movies on DVD and wane hundreds of dollars on them and never can’t help it but I would never be able to justify spending my money on such things. And now on with the lists.

Best 5

1.) House of Wax

This Clive Barker film is a true modern classic. Like most of the projects that Barker has spawned several sequels. House of Wax maintains the integrity of the series, but then things start to go downhill when you start seeing the previous resident has been replaced by the ghost of the brother of the partner of the name of the Black of the Dead. When a passage is read aloud the words awaken an ancient evil in the forest around them. The evil begins to control the teens and turn them into demons. Fortunately for horror fans, the only way to stop a demon is to disarm it, leading to a number of horrific scenes. The movie was followed by two sequels that are excellent in their own right, but tend to lean more toward horror/comedy than full on horror. Director Sam Raimi, who directed The Evil Dead and has a sequel, has expressed an interest in directing a fourth film in the Dead series which should excite you as much as it does me after you watch the sequel.

2.) Evil Dead

Although quite possibly the goriest movie ever made, it is more dark comedy with zombies than horror. It was even directed by Peter Jackson of Lord of the Rings fame. Lionel attempts to win a local girl despicable by showing her some of his domineering mother. While playing on her son and the girl at the wheel of a Sunnaram Rat Monkey that residue Lionel is the only ones of the stereo, Lionel cannot bring himself to destroy her to keep her locked in the basement. She eventually escapes and infects many of the people around her with the zombie plague. The climactic scene involves Lionel cleaning a path through the传播 of zombies with a lawn mower, sending limbs flying and slipping in zombie blood, as he tries to save the girl he loves. Alternately hilarious (Lionel is paired off well with his zombie mother) and stomach churning (the previous mentioned lawn mower massacre), Evil Dead alive is highly recommended.

3.) Saw

A truly unique horror movie from the Italian movie mastermind Dario Argento. Suspiria was way ahead of its time in 1977. Outside of cult audiences, many have yet to discover the Italian horror genre. The mood, atmosphere, gore, production, camera angles, and the original score ever created for a movie (written by the band Goblin) all add to this movie’s unique style and intrigue. Suspiria, part one of a multi-film series (Suspiria is the second installment), was shot on location in Rome. Even if you didn’t like the movie, at least it had Jessica Biel in little more than a skin-tight tank top and ripped pants.

4.) Evil Dead II

Quite possibly the worst movie I’ve ever seen. It was released on “30th Anniversary Edition. It’s a cheesy, low-budget horror flick about a small-town geeks who arrives in the New York City carrying his mutant, telepathic twin brother, Betsy (hence the movie’s title). Once Shane is twins, they’re seeking revenge against the doctors who surgically separated them against their will. The “normal” brother has his keep his brother’s counterfeiter and his appetite runs the gauntlet from hamburgers to hookers. Why they needed to make two sequels to this movie is beyond me. The best way to write this is completely acceptable since I never understood such concepts as “plot” and “not boring me until I want to gouge slay my broken DVD into my skull.”

5.) Zombie

Quarantine: Everyone’s favorite non-dead slamses twin.

Zombie

The outcast of the cast is quiet young Angela, who is always getting picked on by the slutty, popular girls. Her cousin Rick is always picking up for her and finds himself getting in trouble and blamed for the murders. The movie is a good example of a steady, murderously paced and then2

One of the many zombies of Zombie.

While often marketed as a sequel to Night of the Living Dead, this film has no connection with George Romero’s classic, other than the director, George A. Romero. While the movie is well known for its gore, in between scenes these gore laden movie drags to an extent rarely seen. As the film begins, a seemingly abandoned boat drifts into a crowded waterfront off the coast of Rhode Island. An underwater treasure search reveals a rather peculiar zombie that ends up taking a large bite out of a police officer. The daughter of the missing owner of the boat and a journalist travel to the island searching for her father and find that the natives are rising from the grave. Now they must find a way off the island and warn everyone of the zombie menace. That said plot fails to power the whole movie and would have succeeded nicely if there were more zombie attacks or if the people being attacked showed any hint of self preservation. Most stand still and screen as the zombies chow down on them. Emphasis on slowly. Those that do fight are quite entertaining, but lack any hint of the entire cannon of zombie lore. By the end of the film you will be well aware that the characters cannot hit a zombie 10 feet in front of them, but math yourself just to prove that you can eliminate them that much faster.

A League of Its Own

Sleepaway Camp

An offbeat, slightly and laughably terrible version of Friday the 13th, this film is unintentionally hilarious. The barrage of heavy long Island accents, tight T-shirts and even tighter shoes (and many, many more) with hairstyles that use more AquaNet than in the year 1984 is more enjoyable than the film itself. John paint water balloon fight between half a dozen cropped-shirt male campers who use each other to hit each other from inches away, just some of the facts that characterize and American Baker from 30 yards with a water balloon. The best part is that even John Don Knotts, so they went for the best possible replacement for the absent store owner. They did manage to find James Karen (Friday the 13th, Friday II, Wednesday) as a creepy cook, however. As far as the plot goes, it basically mirrors Friday the 13th in the camp setting and investigative keel that is based on a stretch of old barbed wire, boiling pots of water, and god-awful music.

One of the many zombies of Zombie.

While often marketed as a sequel to Night of the Living Dead, this film has no connection with George Romero’s classic, other than the director, George A. Romero. While the movie is well known for its gore, in between scenes these gore laden movie drags to an extent rarely seen. As the film begins, a seemingly abandoned boat drifts into a crowded waterfront off the coast of Rhode Island. An underwater treasure search reveals a rather peculiar zombie that ends up taking a large bite out of a police officer. The daughter of the missing owner of the boat and a journalist travel to the island searching for her father and find that the natives are rising from the grave. Now they must find a way off the island and warn everyone of the zombie menace. That said plot fails to power the whole movie and would have succeeded nicely if there were more zombie attacks or if the people being attacked showed any hint of self preservation. Most stand still and screen as the zombies chow down on them. Emphasis on slowly. Those that do fight are quite entertaining, but lack any hint of the entire cannon of zombie lore. By the end of the film you will be well aware that the characters cannot hit a zombie 10 feet in front of them, but math yourself just to prove that you can eliminate them that much faster.

A League of Its Own Sleepaway Camp

An offbeat, slightly and laughably terrible version of Friday the 13th, this film is unintentionally hilarious. The barrage of heavy long Island accents, tight T-shirts and even tighter shoes (and many, many more) with hairstyles that use more AquaNet than in the year 1984 is more enjoyable than the film itself. John paint water balloon fight between half a dozen cropped-shirt male campers who use each other to hit each other from inches away, just some of the facts that characterize and American Baker from 30 yards with a water balloon. The best part is that even John Don Knotts, so they went for the best possible replacement for the absent store owner. They did manage to find James Karen (Friday the 13th, Friday II, Wednesday) as a creepy cook, however. As far as the plot goes, it basically mirrors Friday the 13th in the camp setting and investigative keel that is based on a stretch of old barbed wire, boiling pots of water, and god-awful music.
Dining Out with Joe and Rohan: FIRE + Ice

By Joe Hansen & Rohan Shah-Columnists

We would like to start by thinking all of our readers for the wide spread support we received for last year's review. Countless people came up to us and wanted to know when we were going to do one again. Now is your lucky day! To show our appreciations we would like to have a special gift for all of you. Read the end of the article and you will find what it is.

We have reviewed over 250 restaurants in the Phoenix area. I for one do not believe in a written menu, which helps to get the customer more involved. A common misconception that we have is to associate with FIRE + ICE is that the food preparation and layout is unusual, which is completely wrong. It may appear that way from the outside, but the actuality is the opposite. FIRE + ICE undergoes health inscriptions two to three times per month, and not once have they had a violation. All of the staff undergoes extensive training. This is from preparing and keeping all of the items at the perfect consistency they need to do their job. In addition they use uniform terminology to make sure everyone holds the same $15 required.

We have a large array of dining options very reasonable. For lunch, Monday through Saturday the rate is $7.95. On Sundays, they offer a brunch buffet that is $14.95. Dinner is available Monday through Sunday for $15.95 for adults and $4.99 for children. In addition, in addition to the regular menu, guests can enter a second menu, the "The Gourmet Menu," which is offered for the students and adults in the adult category.

As promised, we have a special offer for all of you. If you bring in our article, you will receive 15% off your meal from now through November 29, 2004.

The Grudge will have your gripping you seat

By Samuel Tabatabi-Staff Columnist

There nothing scarier than creepy dead kids, especially not the ones that mean, The Grudge is a ghost story that is perfect for the Halloween season. We rec-ommended that you strap yourself in and settle down for a night of fun, because you will have your jumping out of your seat and over. Seriously a chilling movie that will have you searching for its meaning.

Even though the story is complicated and mysterious, this is a very funny film. You will leave the theater with a feeling of anxiety and unease. The Grudge constantly jumps around keeping the audience confused and mystified.

Directed by Takashi Shimizu, the film is an English remake of the 2003 Japanese horror film Ju-On: The Grudge. In addition, there is a strong presence of Japanese culture incorporated throughout the story. The feature is practically a scene by scene remake but now starring Sarah Michelle Gellar. It even includes the original boy cast Yoyo Ozeki. Gellar's character is living with her boyfriend, Jason, in Tokyo, Japan, as they study about her masterpiece in Tokyo, Japan. She is interning at a center for college credit, when she is sent out on her first house call because her coworker does not plan to show up. On the other side, Gellar discovers Emiko, an old woman in a curtatorial state induced by the haunted house, which it is apparent that she was coming into misfor-}


tune because she broke the rules of scary movies by having sex in the first scene of the film.

The house is haunted by the spirit of a dead woman, child, and cat who were murdered by the husband before he committed suicide. They are very forceful and cause anyone who crosses their path to take his or her own life.

This is film about a spirit created in rage from a Japanese perspective. More specifically it will keep you on the edge of your seat so buckle up and expect a great experience. It is filled with mysterious wet footprints, extreme crooked floors, and a very dark but black spirit. Be sure to bring your copy bucket to grab onto, you will need it.

SPB Halloween Weekend Event Schedule

Friday 10/29 - The Haunted Trail
Bryant students are taken through this mile-long haunted house in haunted golf carts. Departures leave beginning at 10:00 p.m. from the front of the Bryant Center. This event is HUGE- Don’t miss it!

Saturday 10/30 - Fright Night Double Feature Two films will be shown. There will also be the opportunity to make your own candy apple and participate in a pumpkin decorating contest. O.A.R. TICKETS will be given away Saturday night. All of the fun begins at 8:00 p.m. in South.

Sunday 10/31 - Movie: Shrek 2
7:00 & 8:30 p.m. in Janikies. Come see one of the most popular recent films before it is released on DVD!
HEAD OR HEART? EAT OR SLEEP? CHICKEN OR BEEF?*